Plasma viscosity (PV) has replaced the erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) as a routine laboratory test in many hospitals. The finding of a normal PV but raised ESR in a case of biopsy proved giant cell arteritis (GCA) cast doubt on this substitution in cases of suspected GCA. To assess the equivalence of PV and ESR in the diagnosis of this disease 40 suspected cases were prospectively investigated with both tests. The correlation between the two tests was good (r=0.742, p<00001). The substitution ofone test for the other would appear to be justified in most cases ofsuspected GCA. In the presence of biopsy proved disease, however, the PV and ESR each produced 13-3% false negatives. These occurred both in combination with and independently of the other test showing that, when in error, the two tests may not be equivalent. In cases of doubt the performing of both PV and ESR tests together improves but does not achieve complete diagnostic accuracy. Clinical judgment based on careful assessment of all available symptoms and signs must remain the foundation of diagnosis.
The diagnosis ofgiant cell arteritis (GCA) and the decision to perform artery biopsy often depends on finding a raised plasma viscosity (PV) or erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR). Many hospital laboratories have adopted automated measurement of PV in preference to ESR as a routine investigation. The justification for this substitution is that a close linear correlation between PV and ESR in health and in the presence of infectious, malignant, and other non-arteritic disease has been shown.' There are advantages for the laboratory in measuring plasma viscosity instead of the ESR, but to our knowledge there is no direct evidence that plasma viscosity may be substituted for ESR in the diagnosis of GCA.
The stimulus for this study was the finding of a normal plasma viscosity in a patient with a strong clinical history of GCA. The ESR, however, was found to be significantly raised, and temporal artery biopsy then confirmed the presence of GCA. These findings questioned the substitution ofplasma viscosity for ESR in the routine investigation of GCA, and to clarify this situation suspected cases of this disease were prospectively investigated by both plasma viscosity and ESR.
Material and methods Patients suspected of having giant cell arteritis were randomly entered into the study over a 54-month period. A general medical and ophthalmic history and physical examination was performed on each.
To assess the degree of severity of the clinical findings 'Symptom points' were allotted to each patient in the following way: (Table 1) . The ESR was plotted against PV for all 40 of cases of suspected giant cell arteritis (Fig 1) . Good correlation between ESR and plasma viscosity was found, the coefficient for all cases being 0-74 (p<0-0001). The coefficient between PV and ESR for the 15 biopsy-positive cases was 0-46 (p=0 082), but when patient 13 with a low ESR related to aspirin consumption was excluded the coefficient for the biopsy positive group became 0 74 (p=00024), matching that for all 40 cases.
The symptom profile in the biopsy-negative group was less severe (average 4'7 symptom points) than in the biopsy-positive group (average 9-8 points). However, high scores in the biopsynegative group cast considerable doubt on the biopsy results. Clinical and laboratory evidence of arteritis was so strong in cases 16 and 17 that the biopsies were taken as false negative, and steroid treatment was continued regardless. In other cases steroids were gradually tailed off according to symptoms. A normal ESR in association with GCA, as occurred in two (13%) of our biopsy proved cases, has been reported.'7"'-One of these (case 13) had been taking frequent doses of aspirin. The use of anti-inflammatory agents can rapidly reduce the ESR to within normal levels, while the PV may take many days to fall to normal levels. 5 The aches and pains associated with GCA make aspirin consumptions a likely feature of the disease which must be looked for in the drug history; if it is found, a low ESR must be interpreted with caution, and a supplementary PV test should be performed.
Many laboratories have turned to automated measurement of PV as a substitute for the ESR. The automated test requires a larger initial capital expenditure but thereafter is inexpensive, convenient and quick, and can be performed in batches of small volumes of stored blood with minimal handling.' I I Plasma viscosity is independent of factors such as age, sex, and haematocrit, and unlike the ESR it has a narrow normal range with well defined upper and lower limits' which vary little over many years in an individual, and a change as small as 0-05 cP may be of significance.0 Despite this we found similar false negative rates in both PV and ESR.
Alternative blood tests to diagnose and monitor giant cell arteritis have been proposed, but none has yet stood out as a substitute for either PV or ESR, though there is some support for the use of C-reactive protein level as an adjunct to the ESR as a measure of the acute phase response. 101721 Mild normochromic or slightly hypochromic anaemia, a common finding in association with GCA 14 [22] [23] [24] [25] 
